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Abstract

Retailers, particularly those in the style-goods and fashion apparel industry, are increasingly demanding guaranteed
profit margins (GPMs) from their vendors. Under a GPM stipulation, a vendor has to offer a rebate to maintain
the retailer’s target margin on the item if the retailer is compelled to take a markdown from the initial price to sell
out the ordered quantity for the season. Vendors dispute retailers’ claim that a GPM is a “win-win” mechanism
for both parties. They rather view it as a coercive device. The authors examine this issue in a multistage game
with demand uncertainty. Interestingly, the analysis shows that depending on the level of demand uncertainty, it
may be optimal for the vendor to lower rather than raise his wholesale price upon being asked for a GPM. Further,
the analysis shows that under conditions of low demand uncertainty the provision of a GPM by the vendor to the
retailer can indeed yield higher profits for both parties than in the NO GPM case.
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1. Introduction

A controversial trend in the seasonal style-goods retailing industry in recent years is re-
tailers’ (especially department stores’) increasing demands for guaranteed profit margins
(GPMs) from their merchandise vendors. Under such terms of purchase, a vendor guaran-
tees the retailer’s stipulated profit margin on sales of his merchandise and, consequently,
has to pay a rebate (or chargeback) to the retailer if markdowns on the selling floor cause
ticket prices to slide below that margin (e.g., Hogsett, 2001). In a Wall Street Journal article,
Bird and Bounds (1997) report: “Department stores are making greater-than-ever demands
from their vendors to cover the heavy discounts and markdowns on their own selling floors.
They want vendors to guarantee their stores’ profit margins, and they insist on cash rebates
if the guarantee isn’t met. . . Cumulatively, the demands are nearly wiping out profits for
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all but the very biggest vendors, according to fashion designers and garment makers.” Ac-
cording to Women’s Wear Daily, retailers like Dillard’s and Federated Department Stores
are among those making the toughest demands on vendors (Altaner, 1998). For example,
95% of Federated’s chargebacks are merchandise-related i.e., covering the costs of mark-
down actions, rather than administrative, representing problems shipping goods to stores
(Hogsett, 2001).

Seasonal style-goods retailers’ motivation for demanding GPMs from their vendors stems
from the following characteristics of their business: specifically, style- or fashion goods are
characterized by short selling seasons, uncertain demand, and little or no salvage value at the
end of their selling seasons. Due to long delivery lead times and/or other supply constraints,
style-goods buyers typically must decide and order the entire season’s required inventory
of an item well before it goes on sale, relying largely on uncertain forecasts of demand at
planned retail selling prices (see, e.g., Iyer and Bergen, 1997; Eppen and Iyer, 1997). In
practice, buyers tend to overbuy merchandise and then use markdowns to stimulate demand
and sell out potential excess inventory by the end-of-season dates (e.g., Levy and Weitz,
2004). To cover potential losses due to markdowns, retailers negotiate with vendors for
providing some risk-sharing mechanism, e.g., a returns or buyback policy (Padmanabhan
and Png, 1997; Mantrala and Raman, 1999; Sarvary and Padmanabhan, 2001), markdown
money (e.g., Levy and Weitz, 2004, p. 494) or GPMs.

Retailers’ demands for GPMs in particular are making fashion vendor-retailer relation-
ships increasingly acrimonious rather than the nurturing partnerships that were advocated
throughout the 90’s in the channels literature (e.g., Buzzell and Ortmeyer, 1995).

On the one hand, department stores like Federated argue that in the face of increased
competition and demand uncertainty, vendors must “share the pain” and offer margin main-
tenance guarantees to ensure the retailer will be in business next year to buy more product.
These retailers claim that margin guarantees are a “win-win” proposition because they
ensure a needed return on investment to the retailer while vendors will be more likely to
receive bigger orders when the guarantee is in place. Also, retailers argue that most vendors
take the cost of profit guarantees into account when setting their wholesale prices anyway
(Bird and Bounds, 1997; Hogsett, 2001).

On the other hand, few vendors, especially those of medium or small size, are buying
the retailers’ arguments and many see retailers treating chargebacks as a “profit center”
(Ellinger, 2001). This has led at least one small vendor, SunSports Co. Inc., of Tampa,
Fla., to sue Dillards for tens of thousands of dollars that it claimed were held back as
chargebacks. In SunSports owner Steve Williams’s view, “It seems that somewhere along
the way, a fashion vendor gave them an inch toward margin maintenance, and now mammoth
retailers are freely taking a mile” (Drevik, 1997).

The impact of GPMs on merchandise vendor and retailer profitability has so far received
little attention in the retailing research literature. Given the controversy surrounding their
use, research into whether these mechanisms are exploitative of vendors or can benefit both
sides as retailers claim seems urgently needed. In this paper, we take a first step toward
examining this issue by analyzing a model that addresses the following focal research
questions:
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• Does the provision of a vendor’s GPM induce a retailer to increase the merchandise
order quantity as claimed, for example, by Federated’s spokespersons (see, e.g., Bird and
Bounds, 1997)?

• How should the vendor’s wholesale price adjust to demands for GPM? Would the vendor’s
optimal wholesale price always increase in the face of a GPM demand as claimed by
many retailers?

• Can both parties make higher profits when a vendor’s GPM is in place, i.e., can a GPM
be a “win-win” mechanism as claimed by Federated or does it benefit only the retailer as
charged by many vendors?

There has been some previous research on vendors’ guarantee of margins to retailers in
grocery channels by Krishnan and Soni (1997). This research focuses on the conditions of
the power balance between vendors and retailers that allows demands for GPMs. However,
Krishnan and Soni’s analysis is not readily applicable to the fashion industry as it does
not allow for demand uncertainty. In contrast, our focus is on understanding how a ven-
dor’s guarantee to maintain the retailer’s target margin impacts a retailer’s order quantity
and vendor’s wholesale price and if it can benefit both parties in the presence of demand
uncertainty.

In Section 2, we develop a multistage model of the interactions in a fashion vendor-retailer
(bilateral monopoly) channel that extends the modeling framework used by Padmanabhan
and Png (1997) in their analyses of the strategic effects of manufacturer’s returns policies.
Those authors consider only a single price-setting stage by the retailer. In our model, we
allow for a markdown price stage following an initial stage to analyze the full impact
of GPMs on the retailer’s order quantity and vendor’s wholesale price decisions and the
profitability of the two parties. The approach we follow is to derive and compare the
equilibrium decisions and profits of the retailer and vendor when the latter offers no GPM
(the NO-GPM case) with the corresponding outcomes in the case when a GPM is provided.
Our results show that there are indeed conditions under which GPMs can be a “win-
win” proposition. The paper concludes with a summary of the main findings, managerial
implications and directions for future research.

2. The Model, Analysis and Results

2.1. Model Development

We consider a single vendor-retailer channel for one fashion good that has a multiperiod
selling season. Typically, the “periods” are the discrete time intervals used in the retailer’s
merchandise and markdown planning for a selling season, e.g., months or weeks. For
simplicity, and to keep the focus on our key research questions, we assume a two-period
selling season, with i = 1, 2 respectively denoting period 1 and period 2. We assume both
the vendor and retailer are rational, expected profit-maximizing players, and model their
interaction as a multistage game described below and depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Game Timeline.

At the outset (Stage 0) before active interaction begins, the vendor learns the retailer’s
target margin, (i.e., target “markup on retail” e.g., Diamond and Pintel, 2004) denoted g,
for the good. We treat this as a predetermined parameter throughout our analyses. This
assumption is consistent with practice where many retailers have fixed initial markups in
different merchandise categories (e.g., the cost-oriented keystone method of setting the
initial price, Levy and Weitz, 2004, p. 480), independent of the vendors from whom they
buy. From Stage 1 onwards, we view the interaction between the vendor and retailer as
a Stackelberg game led by the vendor. Specifically, in Stage 1, with knowledge of g, the
vendor decides on his wholesale price, w, taking into account how the retailer will respond
with respect to order quantity Q and pricing over the 2-period season. In Stage 2, with given
w and g, the initial retail selling price is fixed, i.e., p1 = w

1−g . Then, the retailer decides her
expected profit-maximizing total order quantity, Q, taking into account expected demand
and pricing over the two-period selling season.

Following Padmanabhan and Png (1997), we assume that demand is uncertain at the
beginning of the selling season (at the time when w and Q are decided) but the uncertainty
associated with demand is resolved by the end of the first selling period (or beginning of
Stage 3 of the game). At this point, the retailer reviews and decides her selling price for the
second period p2 ≤ p1 with no uncertainty about resultant demand. That is, p2 = p1(1−a),
where a = fractional markdown or “off-price” amount from p1. Under a guaranteed profit
margin, if the retailer lowers her price from p1 to p2 for the second selling period, i.e.,
reduces her profit margin from p1g to p1g − p1a, then the vendor must pay to the retailer
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a rebate R per unit of stock sold at the reduced price such that

R = p1a(1 − g) = wa. (1)

This rebate allows the retailer to maintain the profit margin g on the reduced price also, i.e.,
she still earns gp1(1 − a) margin dollars per unit sold at the markdown price.

A reduced retail price could boost demand in the second period and therefore the total
order quantity of the retailer. On the other hand, if vendors raise their wholesale prices to
absorb the impact of the profit margin guarantees there could be a depressing effect on the
total quantity ordered, Q. This is the basic tension and trade-off in this model setup. To
address our research questions, we solve the multistage game by backward induction, i.e.,
derive the retailer’s optimal price decision rule for Stage 3 (selling period 2), then move
back to her order quantity decision at the start of Stage 2 (selling period 1), and ultimately
derive the vendor’s optimal wholesale price (in Stage 1) taking into account the retailer’s
optimal order quantity and markdown price decision rules. Throughout this analysis, we
assume that the vendor and the retailer have symmetric information with respect to the
uncertain demand and are risk-neutral.

Demand Function

As is common in the strategic retail pricing literature, e.g., Padmanabhan and Png (1997),
we assume a simple linear demand function:

q = α − β p; α > 0; β > 0, (2)

where q > 0 denotes units demanded, β > 0 is the price sensitivity coefficient and α >
0 denotes the primary demand (market potential or upper bound on demand when price is
zero) for the merchandise item. We take α as the uncertain demand parameter at the outset
of the game, one that can take on one of two values: a low value α = αl , with probability
λ, 0 < λ < 1, or a high value, α = αh > αl , with probability 1 − λ. As already mentioned,
we assume the retailer learns the actual value of α at the end of Stage 2 or the beginning of
Stage 3 when she must choose p2. We also assume that the structure of the demand remains
the same in both selling periods. Lastly, we assume that unsold stock has no salvage value
at the end of the season.

Thus, in general, if there is sufficient inventory on hand to meet any level of demand,
the price that maximizes second-period revenue p2s(αs − βp2s) is pr

2s = αs/2β generating
demand qr

2s = αs/2 where s = h denotes the state of high primary demand, αh, and s = l
denotes the state of low primary demand, αl . On the other hand, the price that maximizes
second-period profit (p2s − w)(αs − βp2s) is p p

2s = (αs + wβ)/2β (i.e., p p
2s > pr

2s),
generating demand q p

2s = (αs − wβ)/2 (i.e., q p
2s < qr

2s).
We now analyze and compare the retailer’s and vendor’s optimal decisions in the ‘NO

GPM’ case with those in the ‘GPM’ case where the retailer demands and is given a guar-
anteed profit margin on sales of marked down stock.
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2.2. NO GPM Case

2.2.1. Analysis of the Retailer’s Problem

At Stage 3

Let the realized demands for the merchandise item in the two selling periods be denoted qis

and, therefore, Q2s = Q−q1s is the leftover stock at the beginning of Stage 3 (second selling
period) when the retailer learns the actual value of α. Supposing that Q2s = Q − q1s > 0,
we first consider the retailer’s optimal decisions when α = αh and then her decisions in the
α = αl scenario.

Suppose the retailer learns at Stage 3 that α = αh . The total first-period demand is then

q1h = αh − βp1 = αh − β
w

(1 − g)
(3)

and the retailer has Q2h = Q − q1h stock leftover at the beginning of the second period.
At this stage, Q2h represents a sunk cost and so the retailer aims to maximize revenue from
all of this remaining stock. However, we can anticipate the leftover stock level in the high-
demand scenario will be lower than the unconstrained second-period revenue-maximizing
level of demand, qr

2h . More specifically, looking forward from Stage 2, it does not benefit
the profit-maximizing retailer to buy a total stock amount Q any greater than that which
leaves Q2h = q p

2h , the second-period profit-maximizing level of demand (where q p
2h < qr

2h).
Thus, at Stage 3, the retailer’s second-period pricing problem if she learns α = αh is given
by:

Max p2h(αh − βp2h) subject to q2h = (αh − βp2h) = Q2h . (4)

The solution to (4) can be determined to be

p2h = (αh − Q2h)/β. (5)

To verify that pricing rule (5) is consistent with the retailer’s profit-maximization objective
at Stage 2, suppose that α = αh were certain. Then the retailer’s problem at Stage 2 is:

Max
Q

p1(αh − β p1) + p2h(αh − βp2h) − wQh (6)

Upon substituting (5) in (6) and solving for optimal Qh we obtain

Q∗
h = q1h + αh − wβ

2
(7)

Substituting (7) into (5) we obtain

p2h = αh + wβ

2β
(8)

which is nothing but the retailer’s second-period profit-maximizing price when α = αh . Of
course, once the retailer also allows for the possibility of the ‘worst-case’ scenario,α = αl ,
her optimal order quantity at Stage 2 will in fact be lower than (7) as shown below.
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Suppose the retailer learns at the end of period 1 that demand is low, i.e., α = αl .

Again viewing the corresponding leftover stock Q2l as a sunk cost, the retailer aims to
maximize revenue with her second-period price. Now, upon weighing the prospects and
stock requirements in the high- and low-demand situations, the retailer’s expected profit-
maximizing order quantity at Stage 2 could result in leftover stock Q2l large enough to
permit unconstrained revenue-maximization (i.e., Q2l ≥ qr

2l) if it turns out that α = αl .
As already indicated, the retailer’s unconstrained revenue-maximizing price at Stage 3 if
α = αl is

p2l = αl

2β
. (9)

Moving back to Stage 2

Employing second-period pricing rules (5) and (9) in the high- and low-demand scenarios
respectively, the retailer’s ordering decision problem at Stage 2 is:

Max
Q

π = (1 − λ)

[
p1(αh − βp1) + (Q − q1h)

{
αh − (Q − q1h)

β

}]

+ λ

[
p1(αl − βp1) +

{
α2

l

4β

}]
− wQ

The optimal quantity solution to this problem is1:

Q = q1h + αh(1 − λ) − wβ

2(1 − λ)
(10)

or upon substituting in the first-period price and demand expressions

Q = 3

2
αh + 3 − g − 2λ

(1 − g)(1 − λ)

β

2
w. (11)

However, (11) will be sufficient for second-period low-demand sales of q2l = αl
2 only if

Q2l ≥ qr
2l , i.e., if 3

2αh + 3−g−2λ

(1−g)(1−λ)
β

2 w − (αl − βp1) ≥ αl
2 , or

αh − αl ≥ βw

3(1 − λ)
. (12)

Condition (12) implies that if the difference between the high and low levels of primary
demand is sufficiently large then it is optimal for the retailer at Stage 2 to procure a quantity
Q such that she sells out the stock if the demand is high and leaves some unsold stock at
the end of the selling season if demand is low (see also Padmanabhan and Png, 1997). We
assume (12) holds in the rest of the analysis.

2.2.2. Vendor’s Problem. In Stage 1, assuming a constant unit production cost of c,and
taking into account the retailer’s optimal order quantity (11), the vendor will choose the
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optimal wholesale price according to the following objective function:

Max
w

(w − c)

[
3

2
αh + 3 − g − 2λ

(1 − g)(1 − λ)

β

2
w

]
. (13)

The solution to (13) is:

w∗
No GPM = 3αh(1 − g)(1 − λ)

2β(3 − g − 2λ)
+ c

2
. (14)

Note that while the retailer’s optimal order quantity (11) and the vendor’s optimal wholesale
price (14) explicitly depend on αh , they also implicitly depend on αl by way of condition
(12).

2.2.3. Equilibrium Solution. Once the vendor’s optimal wholesale price as a function
of parameters of the problem is obtained, we can derive the retailer’s optimal order quantity,
pricing, resultant sales and profits from the perspectives of both parties. These equilibrium
solutions to the NO GPM Case are reported in column 1 of Table 1.

Next, we turn to analysis of the case when a GPM is offered by the retailer assuming
everything else is the same as in the NO GPM case.

Table 1. Equilibrium Solutions under NO GPM and GPM Settings.

Equilibrium Solutions under

Variables NO GPM GPM

w∗ 3αh (1−g)(1−λ)
2β(3−g−2λ) + c

2
1−g
2β

(αh (1 − λ) + αl λ) + c
2

Q∗ 3αh
4 − βc(3−g−2λ)

4(1−g)(1−λ) αlλ + (1 − λ)αh − βc
2(1−g)

q∗
1h

αh (3−2g−λ)
2(3−g−2λ) − βc

2(1−g)
(1+λ)αh−αl λ

2 − βc
2(1−g)

q∗
2h

αh (3+g−4λ)
4(3−g−2λ) − βc

4(1−λ)
αh
2

q∗
1l αl − 3αh (1−λ)

2(3−g−2λ) − βc
2(1−g)

αl (2−λ)−(1−λ)αh
2 − βc

2(1−g)

q∗
2l

αl
2

αl
2

p∗
1

3αh (1−λ)
2β(3−g−2λ) + c

2(1−g)
αl λ + (1−λ)αh

2β
+ c

2(1−g)

p∗
2l

αl
2β

αl
2β

p∗
2h

αh (9−5g−4λ)
4β(3−g−2λ) + c

4(1−λ)
αh
2β

a∗
l – β c + (αh−αl )(1−g)(1−λ)

β c +(αl λ + (1−λ)αh ) (1−g)

a∗
h – β c + (αh−αl )(1−g) λ

β c +(αl λ + (1−λ)αh ) (1−g)

ER∗ – (λq∗
2l a

∗
l + (1 − λ)q∗

2ha∗
h )w∗

π∗
r λ(p∗

1q∗
1l + p∗

2l q
∗
2l ) λ(p∗

1q∗
1l + p∗

2l q
∗
2l )

+(1 − λ)(p∗
1q∗

1h + p∗
2hq∗

2h ) +(1 − λ)(p∗
1q∗

1h + p∗
2hq∗

2h )

− w∗ Q∗ − w∗ Q∗ + ER∗

π∗
s

(3αh (1−g)(1−λ)−βc(3−g−2λ))2

8β(1−g)(1−λ)(3−g−2λ) (w∗ − c)Q∗- ER∗
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2.3. GPM Case

In this case, the vendor agrees to the retailer’s demand of a rebate of R = p1a(1 − g) = ωa
per unit of inventory sold at the markdown price by the retailer in the second selling period.
The rebate offer will affect the retailer’s equilibrium optimal order quantities and prices as
shown below.

2.3.1. Retailer’s Problem

At Stage 3

Unlike the NO GPM situation, a vendor’s guarantee of margin maintenance effectively
means that in either state of demand, α = αh or α = αl , the retailer can set her second-
period price to maximize profits including the guaranteed rebate without worrying about
how much stock is on hand. That is, if the first selling period reveals that α = αs then choose
p2s that maximizes (p2s − w)(αs − β p2s) + w[1 − p2s

p1
](αs − β p2s). Note that the optimal

second-period selling price is then nothing but the unconstrained revenue-maximizing price,
i.e., p2s = αs/2β, s = h or l.

Moving Back to Stage 2

Considering the above second-period pricing rules, and the fixed pricing rule for the first
period, the retailer’s total (two-period) profit-maximizing order quantity if α = αh is (q1h +
αh

2 ) and, if α = αl it is (q1l + αl
2 ). Consequently, incorporating the probabilities of high-

and low-demands, the retailer’s optimal total order quantity at the beginning of Stage 2, is
Q = (1 − λ) (q1h + αh

2 ) + λ (q1l + αl
2 ), or equivalently:

Q = 3

2
( λ αl + (1 − λ) αh ) − β p1 (15)

where p1 = w
1−g .

2.3.2. Vendor’s Problem Under GPM. In Stage 1, given a constant unit production cost
of c,and taking into account the retailer’s optimal order quantity (15) and second-period
pricing decision rules noted above, the vendor will choose the optimal wholesale price,
according to the following objective function:

Max
w

(w − c)

[
3

2
((1 − λ) αh + λ αl) − βp1

]
− E R(w) (16)

where

E R(w) =
[
αh(1 − λ)

(
1 − αh

2β p1

)
+ αlλ

(
1 − αl

2β p1

) ]
w

2

is the expected rebate payment in Stage 3. The solution to (16) is:

w∗
GPM = 1 − g

2β
(αh (1 − λ) + αl λ) + c

2
. (17)
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2.3.3. Equilibrium Solution. Once w∗ as a function of parameters of the problem is
obtained, we can derive the equilibrium solutions to the GPM Case reported in column 2
of Table 1.

3. Answers to the Research Questions: Comparing the GPM and NO
GPM Solutions

To derive insights into the impact of offering a GPM, we compare the NO GPM and GPM
equilibrium solutions as the level of demand uncertainty, represented by λ, is varied. Due to
the highly nonlinear nature of the analytical expressions of differences involved, the answers
to our research questions are based on numerical analyses assuming three plausible values
of the target margin g (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) and other selected parameter values, specifically,
αh = 9; αl = 6; β = 5; c = 0.1. (Note that the condition (12) in the NO GPM condition is
satisfied by these selected values.)

Below, we focus on the results and answers to our three focal research questions.

RQ1. Does the GPM induce a higher order quantity from the retailer?

The answer is “Yes” subject to an upper bound on the value of the high-demand level αh .
This is shown below.

Define the difference between the equilibrium order quantities under the two regimes
shown in Table 1 as Q∗

diff = QG P M − QNo-GPM . Then, we see that

Q∗
diff =

[
λαl + (1 − λ)αh − βc

2(1 − g)

]
−

[
3αh

4
− βc(3 − g − 2λ)

4(1 − g)(1 − λ)

]

=
[
λαl +

(
1

4
− λ

)
αh + βc

4(1 − λ)

]
Inspection indicates that Q∗ > 0 for all λ ≤ 1/4. However, for values of λ > 1/4, a
sufficient condition for Q∗

diff > 0 is αh < 1
4λ−1 (αl λ + βc

(1−λ) ). Figure 2 shows that for the
selected parameter values, Q∗

di f f is positive over the whole range of λ first declining as λ

increases from 1 to about 0.8 and then starts increasing again as λ increases beyond 0.8.
Thus, Q∗

diff becomes larger as the probability of high-demand increases.

RQ2. Is it always optimal for the vendor to respond to a retailer’s demand for a GPM with
an increase in wholesale price as contended by retailers?

The answer to RQ2 is “No, not always.”
Figure 3 displays the difference between the equilibrium wholesale prices under the two

regimes, wdiff = w∗
GPM − −w∗

NO-GPM , over the range of λ for each of the three selected
values of the target margin g (0.4, 0.5, 0.6). Figure 3 demonstrates that for each of these
values of g there is a threshold value of λ above which wdiff > 0 and below which wdiff < 0.
That is, as the probability of high-demand increases, it can become optimal for the vendor
to charge a lower wholesale price than the optimal value in the NO GPM case.

Intuitively, given a GPM and favorable demand conditions, a lower wholesale price can
induce the retailer to buy a sufficiently higher order quantity to improve the vendor’s sales
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Figure 2. Retailer’s Order Quantity Difference Under GPM and NO GPM.

Figure 3. Wholesale Price Differences Under GPM and NO GPM.

(compared to the NO GPM case). Further, the vendor’s expected benefit from this larger
order quantity is greater than the expected cost of the rebate when high demand is likely.
On the other hand when the probability of low-demand is high, the expected benefit from
inducing a larger order quantity (with a lower wholesale price) is small relative to the
expected cost of the rebate—and, therefore, the vendor sets a higher wholesale price than in
the NO GPM case. Figure 3 also indicates that as the retailer’s target margin g increases, the
threshold value of λ above which wdiff > 0 increases. That is, all else equal, guaranteeing
a higher target margin presses the vendor to set a lower wholesale price in order to keep
first-period retail prices low, stimulate greater demand and thereby induce a higher order
quantity from the retailer.

The third question pertains to the retailer’s and vendor’s expected profits.
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Figure 4. Retailer’s profit Difference Under GPM and NO GPM.

Figure 5. Vendor’s Profit Differences Under GPM and NO GPM.

RQ3 Can the provision of a GPM by the vendor result in a “win-win”, i.e., higher expected
profits for both the retailer and the vendor?

The answer to RQ3 is “Yes” as demonstrated by Figures 4 and 5 that display the differences
in expected profits between the GPM and NO GPM cases for the retailer and vendor
respectively.

Figure 4 shows that for the selected values of g and over the entire range of λ the retailer
always makes higher expected profit with a GPM than without it—a not too surprising result.
This gain to the retailer, however, first increases and then diminishes as the probability of
low-demand increases. That is, the retailer’s gain with a GPM peaks in the region of highest
demand uncertainty, i.e., variance associated with demand (over the middle of the range of
λ). This is because the GPM permits her to buy a larger quantity at lower risk—and there
is still a reasonable chance that the item is a “hot-seller.”

Next, as shown in Figure 5, the vendor can also gain from offering a GPM but this
gain occurs at low or high values of λ, while for values of this parameter in the region of
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0.5—the region of maximum gain for the retailer—the vendor is likely to be worse off with
the provision of a GPM. Intuitively, the provision of a GPM is too risky for the vendor when
demand variance is high. Lastly, as shown in Figure 5, the vendor’s gain (as well as ranges
of λ over which a gain occurs) is of course reduced as the retailer’s target margin increases.

A key conclusion from Figures 4 and 5, however, is that for fairly small or fairly large
values of λ, i.e., in situations with low variance in demand, both the retailer and the vendor
can be better off, i.e., a “win-win” outcome is possible with a GPM.

4. Summary of Findings, Managerial Implications and Future Research

Style-good retailers’ demands for GPMs have elicited strong reactions from vendors. Con-
ventional wisdom is that when asked for a GPM, a vendor would account for it by raising
his wholesale prices but his profitability is likely to suffer while the retailer gains. On the
other hand, retailers have argued that a GPM is good for the business of both parties but
vendors remain largely unconvinced. Part of the problem appears to be the lack of rigorous
economic analyses of these issues. The present paper attempts to fill this gap by investi-
gating the economic consequences of the vendor’s provision of a GPM to both the retailer
and vendor, assuming they are rational players, and delineating the conditions under which
both parties benefit.

Our analyses reveal that the provision of a GPM can indeed induce the retailer to buy a
higher quantity of the merchandise than when it is not offered. We also find there are plausible
business scenarios under which conventional wisdom regarding the vendor’s response to
a GPM demand is overturned. Specifically, our analyses show that as the probability of
high-demand becomes large, vendors can be better off lowering rather than increasing their
wholesale price when giving a GPM. However, as the probability of the item being a poor
seller increases beyond a threshold level, the wholesale price under GPM is greater than
that in the NO GPM situation. Last but not least, under the same parametric conditions, we
find that both the retailer and the vendor can gain when the latter provides a GPM if the
retailer’s target margin is not too high and the probability of high-demand is either quite
high or quite low, i.e., when the variance in demand is low.

The key managerial implications of our analyses are that this is a “gray” rather than
“black & white” issue and both retailers and vendors must carefully assess and measure
the demand conditions along with other fixed problem parameters identified in our model
when negotiating an order quantity along with a profit margin guarantee. There are oppor-
tunities for both parties to arrive at a deal that is of mutual benefit if the vendor’s offering
has a reasonably high probability of success and the retailer’s target margin requirement
is not exorbitant. This suggests that vendors’ first order of business should be to convince
the retailer of the quality and salability of their product rather than focus on price. Simi-
larly, retail buyers should focus first on whether or not there is an increased demand and
profit opportunity offered by the vendor’s product rather than on how to protect them-
selves from a failure at the expense of the vendor. Both sides need to do positive market
research and negotiate on the basis of that data rather than minimization of their expected
costs.
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There are a number of directions for further research. First, we model a single vendor—
buyer interaction. Some industry analysts have suggested that the retailers use GPMs to
play off one vendor against another. Therefore, extending our analyses to model competing
vendors would be worthwhile. Also, we have not considered heterogeneity, asymmetric
information among retailers and vendors, and comparisons with other forms of risk-sharing
mechanisms in the present paper. These would all be useful directions for future research.
In addition, a validated fashion forecasting, inventory and pricing decision support model to
assist smaller fashion merchandise vendors in their negotiations with larger retailers seems
urgently needed. We hope this paper stimulates more research in these areas.

Notes

1. While the stock-clearance pricing rule (5) is optimal if α = αh , it is not optimal to follow this rule in the low-
demand scenario., i.e., to set p2l = (αl − Q2l )/β. This can be seen by solving the corresponding optimization
problem at Stage 2 given by:

Max
Q

(1 − λ)�p1(αh − βp1) + (Q − q1h )(αh − (Q − q1h ))/β� + λ�p1(αl − βp1)

+(Q − q1l )(αl − (Q − q1l ))β� − wQ

and comparing the corresponding optimized profits π̃ (w, α, β, c, g) with the optimized profits based on (10).

We then find π − π̃ = 9λ(1−λ)(αh−αl )2

4β
> 0 for all 0 < λ < 1.
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